ABSTRACT Taking both convergence and diversity into consideration, this paper proposes a two-archive an evolutionary algorithm based on multi-search strategy (TwoArchM) to cope with many-objective optimization problems. The basic idea is to use two separate archives to balance the convergence and diversity and use a multi-search strategy to improve convergence and diversity. To be specific, two updated strategies are adopted to maintain diversity and improve the convergence, respectively; a multi-search strategy is utilized to balance exploration and exploitation. A search strategy selects convergent solutions from offspring and two archives as parents to enhance the convergence; the goal of another search strategy is to balance exploration and exploitation. The TwoArchM is compared experimentally with several state-of-the-art algorithms on the CEC2018 many-objective benchmark functions with up to 15 objectives and the experimental results verify the competitiveness and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) are complex and occur in many real-word applications. They usually include two or three objectives which often are inter-conflicting. A minimized MOP can be described as follows [1] :
where m = 2 or m = 3, is an n-dimensional decision vector space (i.e., R n ), x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) ∈ is a n-dimensional decision variable. In MOPs, the quality of the optimal solution is evaluated by the tradeoffs between multiple conflicting objectives. For two solutions x, z ∈ , if each f i (x) ≤ f i (z) and F(x) − F(z) 2 = 0, x dominates z (or denoted x ≺ z). A solution vector x is a Pareto optimal solution or non-dominated solution if there does not exist another solution that dominates it. The set of Pareto optimal solutions (PS) is constituted by all Pareto optimal solutions.
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The image set of all the Pareto-optimal solutions in the objective space is called Pareto optimal front (PF).
For MOPs, the multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) [2] - [7] based on Pareto dominance have been the state-of-the-art strategies for 2 or 3 objectives. The most significant feature of MOEAs is that they all use populationbased search to drive individuals towards different sections of the true PF simultaneously in a single run. In the real word, may MOPs [8] , [9] contain more than three objectives, commonly referred to as many-objective optimization problems (MaOPs) [10] . Unlike MOPs, MaOPs often need more emphasis on the convergence ability of MOEAs [11] . Unfortunately, for MaOPs, many MOEAs which are based on Pareto-dominance [2] - [7] may encounter severe loss of selection pressure toward the true Pareto-optimal front, because the number of non-dominated solutions increases exponentially with the number of objectives in the early evolution. How to effectively solve MaOPs has caused the attention of many scholars and has become the hot topic.
Currently, a number of improvement strategies have been developed well in many-objective evolutionary algorithms (MaOEAs) to solve MaOPs [43] and these algorithms can be divided into three categories. The first category is that relaxed dominance-based approaches [12] - [14] aim to increase the probability of one solution being dominated by other solutions, and have been found to have good performances for MaOPs. These modified Pareto dominance designs relaxed the Pareto dominance relation to make one solution dominate others easily in a high-dimensional space. For these approaches, defining new relaxed dominance relations and their relaxation extent for different problems remains challenging.
The second approach is indicator-based evolutionary algorithms which use quality indicators (such as hypervolume [15] ) to guide the search towards a PF. High search ability of indicator-based algorithms has been demonstrated in the literature [16] . The hypervolume estimation algorithm (HypE [17] ) and the indicator-based evolutionary algorithm (IBEA [18] ) are the two representatives in this category. However, these algorithms have high computation complexity [19] .
Another approach for solving MaOPs is the decomposition -based method which decomposes a MaOP into a set of tasks and then solves them collaboratively, such as MOEA/D [7] and its variants [20] - [26] . Apart from MOEA/D, some other methods based on decomposition [27] - [29] , [44] - [49] also are proposed. However, these approaches are ineffective to tackle highly irregular PFs.
Furthermore, combining existing studies may be a novel avenue to solve MaOPs. As a representative, the two-archive algorithm [30] first uses two independent archives to keep the promising solutions. The convergence archive (CA) pursues the solutions to PF according to the dominance relationship. The diversity archive (DA) seeks solutions which local in sparse areas. When the total size of two archives overflows, the truncation is only operated on DA and crowding solutions are deleted. However, the number of solutions in CA and DA may increase significantly when tackling MaOPs. This is because the number of non-dominated solutions increases exponentially with the number of objectives in the early evolution. The improved version of two-archive algorithm (ITAA) [31] sets a threshold for the size of CA. Then, penaltybased boundary intersection (PBI) function is used to assign a fitness value for each solution in CA. The solutions with smaller fitness values will be deleted from CA. The shift density estimation-based truncation is used to eliminate solutions from DA when the total size still overflows. However, since the size of DA is flexible, the final output of ITAA produces inadequate diversity. To address this problem, two-archive 2 method (TwoArch2) [32] is proposed. The updated strategy of IBEA [18] is used to update CA. When the population overflows, DA iteratively selects boundary solutions which are solutions with extreme objective values. Finally, DA is output as the final output of TwoArch2. Cai and Qu [33] use two updated strategies base on the aggregation-based framework to update CA and DA. However, for MaOPs with partial PFs whose projections do not fully cover the unit hyperplane, the size of DA may be smaller than the given size, this is because some the weight vectors may have the same optimal solution.
Convergence and diversity are two main but conflicting goals. The key question of an effective MaOEA is how to design a mechanism for balancing convergence and diversity. Two-archive methods can well balance convergence and diversity. We aim to improve the convergence of DA by designing a multi-search strategy to produce good offspring. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1. The convergence and diversity is maintained separately. 2. A multi-search strategy is developed to balance exploration and exploitation. The convergent offspring are chosen to generate next offspring, which can improve the convergence of DA. 3. In DA, a new diversity management scheme depends on the product of two-norm and infinity-norm of two solutions is developed. This method maintains the diversity by making the distance and difference of any two solutions are as big as possible.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 displays the proposed algorithm in detail; while experimental results of the proposed algorithm and the related analysis are given in Section 3; finally, Section 4 provides the conclusions and proposes the future work.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this paper, an improvement two-archive evolutionary algorithm based on multi-search strategy (TwoArchM) is developed to solve MaOPs. The major components of TwoArchM are that two updated strategies for two-archive are used to balance convergence and diversity, a multi-search strategy is proposed to enhance the convergence and balance exploration and exploitation.
A. BASIC IDEA
The main purpose of population is that maintains the diversity of the population, enhances the convergence of the population and provides good parents to generate excellent offspring. A MaOEA should output a population with good convergence and diversity. The convergence archive also needs to maintain diversity to balance exploration and exploitation. However, the convergence and diversity are very difficult to balance for MaOPs. Some convergence solutions which can't be kept in the convergence archive or the diversity archive are used to produce offspring. The main motivation of this paper is that enhance the quality of offspring by using theconvergence solutions.
B. CONVERGENCE ARCHIVE
In this subsection, the details of the updated strategy for the CA are present. Solutions in CA are firstly classified to maintain the diversity. The aggregation function value for updating the solutions in CA is used to improve the convergence. For a given set of weight vectors (γ 1 , γ 2 , · · · , γ N ) and the convergence archive CA (where N is the number of the weight vectors), the solutions in CA are classified by the following equations:
where
F(x), γ i is the cosine of the angle between γ i and F(x) − Z. After the solutions in CA are classified, a modified version of the Tchebycheff function is adopted to delete some solutions. Specifically, the function for the weight vector γ i can be defined as follows:
The optimal solution x * i of (3) must be the Pareto optimal solution of (1). If CA i is not empty, the solution in CA i with the minimum value g TE x | γ i , Z will be kept and other solutions in CA i will be deleted. Each CA i has more than one solution.
C. DIVERSITY ARCHIVE
The diversity maintenance plays an important role in solving the MaOPs. For MaOPs, to maintain the diversity, the distance and difference of any two solutions should be as big as possible. Based on this idea, the distance value of any solution x of the population POP is calculated as following equation:
In the diversity archive, some solutions with larger distance values are selected as the next diversity archive. F(x) − F(y) 2 and F(x) − F(y) ∞ indicate the distance and difference of two solutions, respectively. The relation of F(x) − F(y) 2 and
Thus, the two-norm of two solutions is bigger, these two solutions are kept with bigger probability.
D. MULTI-SEARCH STRATEGY
A good strategy should help algorithms to balance exploration and exploitation. In this work, a multi-search strategy is designed to achieve the goal. The multi-search strategy contains two search strategies. The first search strategy selects some good convergent solutions from offspring and CA (or DA) as the parents. For convenience, O indicates the set of offspring. To select good convergent solutions, a threshold value t is determined by the following formula:
Then some solutions are selected by the following formula:
We use the Eq. (4) to calculate the crowding degree of each solution in pp. Then, we use the roulette wheel selection to some better solutions from pp as the parents. The first search strategy uses Eq. (6) to improve the convergence. To reduce the probability of falling into local optimum and enhance exploration, we select sparse solutions in pp to produce offspring. The first search strategy emphasizes local search and takes into account global search.
The second search strategy based on decomposition is designed. The details are as follows. We find the T closet weight vectors to each weight vector according to the Euclidean distances of any two weight vectors. 1 from BB(i); if CA i is empty, we make BB(i) also empty. If CA i is not empty, one or more solutions are chosen randomly from BB(i) as parents. This search strategy selects solutions which are neighbors from CA as parents, which may enhance the local search. To enhance the global search, this search strategy also chooses solutions from CA at random to generate offspring.
In the paper [4] , a multi-search strategy is proposed improving the search efficiency. This multi-search strategy contains three search strategies. One search strategy selects sparse solutions from obtained non-dominated solutions as parents; another search strategy selects some a dominated solution and its adjacent non-dominated solution as parents to help the dominated solution to become is a non-dominated solution; the third search strategy selects non-dominated solutions and their adjacent solutions as parents to enhance the local search. The main difference of the multi-search strategy [4] and this proposed multi-search strategy is that this proposed multi-search strategy selects some good convergent solutions from offspring and CA (or DA) according to Eqs. (5-6) as the parents, the multi-search strategy [4] selects convergent solutions (the non-dominated solutions) only from the population as the parent.
E. STEPS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Based on all above, an improvement two-archive evolutionary algorithm based on multi-search strategy (TwoArchM) is devolved; the general framework of TwoArchM is as follows.
In TwoArchM, the polynomial mutation [40] operator and the simulated binary crossover (SBX [40] ) are used as the genetic operations. TwoArchM uses two archives to balance the diversity and convergence. And, TwoArchM adopts a multi-search strategy to balance exploration and exploitation.
TwoArchM firstly calculate the threshold value t according to the convergence archive and Eq. (5). This threshold value is used to select convergent solutions as parents. For the convergence archive (CA), convergent solutions are selected from CA and its offspring according to the threshold value;
The framework of the algorithm TwoArchM Input :
MaOP (1) A stopping criterion N : the number of weight vectors T : the number of weight vectors in the neighborhood of each weight vector, 0 < T < N λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ N : a set of N uniformly distributed weight vectors Output: Diversity archive DA Initialization: Generate an initial population {x 1 , x 2 , · · · x N randomly; determine Z = (z 1 , · · · , z m ) by a problem-specific method; determine the convergence archive CA by Eqs. (2-3) ; determine
While the stopping criterion is not met do
Calculate the threshold value t by Eq. (5).
Determine the sets pp
Select N better solutions from pp 1 by Eq. (4) and the roulette wheel selection to generate offspring which are put into O 1 . Select N better solutions from pp 2 by Eq. (4) and the roulette wheel selection to generate offspring which are put into O 2 .
Set O = ∅. 
Use the updated strategy of Section 2.2 to update CA from O 1 .
Use the updated strategy of Section 2.3 to update DA from O 2 . End while then, N better solutions are selected from these convergent solutions as parents according to Eq. (4) which is used to measure the crowding degree of each solution of these convergent solutions; finally, these parents use the genetic operations to generate offspring. In the same way, the diversity archive (DA) produces offspring according to the threshold value. This search strategy selects convergent solutions to generate offspring, which can improve the convergence. This search strategy also uses the crowding degree (Eq. (4)) to maintain the diversity. Moreover, TwoArchM classifies CA into some classes by weight vectors and Eq. (2), and for each non-empty class, only one solution with the minimum aggregate function value; then, for the solution of each nonempty class, it and one of its neighbor solutions which is chosen at random are as parents to generate offspring. These offspring are also considered as the offspring of DA, which is to improve the quality of DA's offspring. The goal of this strategy is to balance diversity and convergence globally.
TwoArchM uses two updated strategies to update CA and DA. For CA, CA and its offspring are classified by Eq. (2), each non-empty class only keep one solution with the minimum aggregate function value, these kept solutions make up the next CA. For DA, non-dominated solutions are firstly found from DA and its offspring; then, some solutions are selected as the next DA according to the crowding degree (Eq. (4)).
In this algorithm TwoArchM, 5N solutions(
and N weight vectors need to be stored, thus the space complexity of TwoArchM is O (5N * n) 
III. COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES AND RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
This section presents our experimental study for the performance of the TwoArchM by with five art-of-the-state algorithms, i.e., NSGAIII [27] , MOEA/DD [36] , KnEA [37] , RVEA [38] , TwoArch2 [32] , on a set of the benchmark suite from CEC2018 MaOP competition [35] . There are fifteen many-objective benchmark functions (MaF) with box constraints in the solution space in this benchmark suite. For each test problem, the number of objectives can be set to 5, 10 and 15. NSGAIII [27] employs a set of preference directions to guide the evolution of population towards different parts of the PF, promoting the diversity of population. MOEA/DD [36] combines dominance and ''+'' means that TwoArchM outperforms its competitor algorithm, ''−'' means that TwoArchM is worse than its competitor algorithm, and ''='' means that the competitor algorithm has the same performance as TwoArchM. ''+'' means that TwoArchM outperforms its competitor algorithm, ''−'' means that TwoArchM is worse than its competitor algorithm, and ''='' means that the competitor algorithm has the same performance as TwoArchM.
decomposition-based approaches, which exploits the merits of both dominance-and decomposition-based approaches to balance the convergence and diversity of the evolutionary process. KnEA [37] is a knee point-driven EA to enhance the convergence performance in many-objective optimization. RVEA [38] uses the reference vectors to decompose the original multiobjective optimization problem into a number of single-objective subproblems and elucidate user preferences to target a preferred subset of the whole Pareto front. These algorithms can be grouped into three classes: 1) the reference points/weight vectors based algorithms (MOEAD/DD, NSGAIII and RVEA); 2) knee points based algorithm (KnEA); 3) Two-archive based algorithm (TwoArch2).
For these five compared algorithms, all data of each algorithm given in this section are averaged over 20 independent runs for each test case on PlatEMO [39] . In TwoArchM, Polynomial mutation [40] operator and simulated binary crossover (SBX [40] ) are used; distribution index is 20 and crossover probability is 1 in the SBX operator; distribution index is 20 and mutation probability is 0.1 in mutation operator; the size of neighborhood list T is set to 0.1N; J is set to 0.9. The settings of the experimental studies in this paper are identical to the standard for CEC2018 MaOP competition, which can be found in [35] , together with the details of the benchmark functions. The algorithms are implemented by using the MATLAB language on a PC with Intel Xeon CPU E3-1226 (3.30 GHz for a single core and the Windows 10 operating system).
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
In this paper, the inverted generational distance (IGD) [41] is used to quantitative measurement the performances of algorithms. For an algorithm, a smaller IGD value means the better quality of the objective vectors of obtained solutions for approximating the PF. The benefits of IGD lie in its computational efficiency and generality for measuring both convergence and diversity of solutions. IGD requires a set of reference Pareto optimal solutions. Roughly 10000 points uniformly sampled on the Pareto fronts are used in the calculation of IGD for each test problems. Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test [42] is used in the sense of statistics to compare the mean IGD of the compared algorithms. It tests whether the performance of TwoArchM on each test problem is better (''+''), same (''=''), or worse (''−'') than/as that of the compared algorithms at a significance level of 0.05 by a twotailed test.
C. COMPARATIVE STUDIES
The computational results of involved algorithms over 5-, 10, 15-objective test benchmarks are reported in Table I . In the table, the mean and standard deviation values in term of IGD obtained by the six MaOEAs over 20 independent runs are reported. The difference significance between TwoArchM and compared algorithms is evaluated by Wilcoxons rank sum test. For each test problem, the result of with the best performance is marked in bold. F1-k represents that the number of objectives adopted in F1 is k.
As shown in Table I , on all forty-five test problems under consideration, TwoArchM performs statistically better than the other compared algorithms on twenty-eight test problems; TwoArchM obtains the best performance on all the instances of F1, F2 and F6; NSGAIII, MOEA/DD, KnEA, RVEA and TwoArch2 perform statistically better than TwoArchM on five, seven, eight, nine and eleven problems, respectively; TwoArchM outperforms NSGAIII, MOEA/DD, KnEA, RVEA and TwoArch2 on thirty-eight, thirty-seven, thirty-four, thirty-five and twenty-six problems, respectively. These indicate that the quality of solutions obtained by TwoArchM is better than those obtained by NSGAIII, MOEA/DD, KnEA, RVEA and TwoArch2 on most problems.
For the 8 problems (F1, F2, F4, F5 , F7, F8, F9 and F15) with partial PFs whose projections do not fully cover the unit hyperplane, the mean values of IGD obtained by TwoArchM are smaller than those obtained by NSGAIII, MOEA/DD, KnEA, RVEA and TwoArch2 on twenty-three, twenty-one, twenty-one, twenty-one and fifteen problems, which indicate that the proposed algorithm obtains the best overall performance in the form of IGD on most problems. For the problem F6 with degraded PF, the performances of TwoArchM outperform than NSGAIII, MOEA/DD, KnEA, RVEA and TwoArch2 on three problems. These comparison results demonstrating that the updated strategy of DA has brought versatility for the diverse PFs.
When dealing with problems with PF projection fully cover the unit hyperplane (F3, F10, F11, F12, F13 and F14), the mean values of IGD obtained by TwoArchM are smaller than those obtained by NSGAIII, MOEA/DD, KnEA, RVEA and TwoArch2 on fourteen, eleven, twelve, fourteen and fourteen problems, these imply that TwoArchM obtains the best overall performance in the form IGD on most problems and the multi-search strategy has good search performance.
D. ROLES OF MULTI-SEARCH STRATEGY
The roles of multi-search strategy are to improve the convergence and balance to exploration and exploitation. The first search strategy selects convergent solutions as parents to enhance the local search. The second search strategy is to balance the global search and local search. To identify this, TwoArchM compares with TwoArchM seriatim without the first search strategy or the second search strategy which denoted as TwoArchM1, or TwoArchM2 on forty-five problems. The parameters are the same as in Section 3.1. Table II shows the mean and standard deviation values of IGD metric obtained by TwoArchM, TwoArchM1 and TwoArchM2 on these forty-five problems. It can be seen from Table II that, TwoArchM outperforms TwoArchM1 on thirtythree problems and TwoArchM is worse than TwoArchM1 on no problem, which hint that the first search strategy can help this algorithm to improve convergence on these problems; TwoArchM outperforms TwoArchM2 on forty problems and TwoArchM is worse than TwoArchM2 on no problem, which indicates that the second search strategy can help TwoArchM to improve the search efficiency. Moreover, for three MaOPs with many local PFs (F3, F4, F7) , the values of IGD obtained by both of TwoArchM and TwoArchM1 are smaller than those obtained by TwoArchM2, which suggests that the second search strategy can help TwoArchM to avoid the remaining local optima. Comparison results illustrate that these two search strategies can help the algorithm to improve the performance.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To address the problems in the existing MOEAs for MaOPs, an improvement two-archive evolutionary algorithm based on multi-search strategy (TwoArchM) is designed to obtain a set of solutions with good diversity and convergence. In this algorithm, a multi-search strategy is used to improve the convergence and balance the exploration and exploitation; two archives respectively to save convergent solutions and diversity solutions; two updated strategies are respectively proposed to update the diversity archive and convergence archive. Compare experimental results with the state-ofthe-art algorithms also indicate that the proposed algorithm obtains competitive results on the CEC2018 many-objective benchmark functions.
